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Frontispiece: Dick Cheney, the U.S. secretary of defense, briefs Colin
Powell and Paul Wolfowitz, among others, during the 1991 Gulf War. All
three would play important roles in the events leading up to the March
2003 Iraq War.
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TONY BLAIR (1953–    ). As Great Britain’s prime
minister, Blair supported a December 1998 strike against
Iraq and was George W. Bush’s strongest ally during the
months leading up to the 2003 invasion.

GEORGE H. W. BUSH (1924–    ). The 41st presi-
dent of the United States, Bush built a political and mili-
tary coalition opposed to Saddam Hussein and launched
the 1991 Gulf War.

GEORGE W. BUSH (1946–    ). Although he initially
followed a policy of containing Iraq through U.N. sanc-
tions, after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks the
43rd president embraced the policy of preemptive war and
planned to force Saddam Hussein from power.

DICK CHENEY (1941–    ). As secretary of defense,
Cheney directed U.S. military activity during the 1991
Gulf War. Elected vice president in 2000, he helped devel-
op the Bush administration policies that would be used to
justify the 2003 invasion of Iraq.

BILL CLINTON (1946–    ). President Clinton believed
that Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction. When
Saddam Hussein refused to cooperate with U.N. inspec-
tors in 1998, Clinton ordered Operation Desert Fox, a
three-day bombing campaign.

SADDAM HUSSEIN (1937–    ). As president of Iraq
from 1979 to 2003, Saddam Hussein started wars against
Iran (1980) and Kuwait (1990). He also used his military
to repress Iraq’s civilian population, killing hundreds of
thousands of people. His efforts to acquire weapons of
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mass destruction led to repeated condemnation by the
United Nations.

JABIR AL-AHMAD AL-JABIR AL-SABAH (1926–    ).
The emir of Kuwait asked for U.S. help after his country
was invaded by Iraq in 1990. In 2003, Kuwait was one of
the few Arab countries that publicly supported the inva-
sion of Iraq.

HOSNI MUBARAK (1928–    ). As president of Egypt,
the largest Arab country, Mubarak attempted to mediate
the 1990 Iraq-Kuwait crisis. In 1991, Mubarak sent
Egyptian troops to help liberate Kuwait; however, he pub-
licly opposed the 2003 invasion of Iraq.

COLIN POWELL (1937–    ). During the 1990–91 Gulf
crisis, Powell was President George H. W. Bush’s top mil-
itary adviser. In 2002, as secretary of state, Powell encour-
aged the United Nations to support regime change in Iraq. 

DONALD RUMSFELD (1932–    ). Secretary of
Defense Rumsfeld was an advocate of both preemptive
war and the use of U.S. force to protect American inter-
ests around the world. He led the planning for the 2003
invasion of Iraq.

PAUL WOLFOWITZ (1943–    ). A longtime advocate
of removing Saddam Hussein from power, Deputy Secre-
tary of Defense Wolfowitz helped formulate the Bush
Doctrine, arguing that preemptive war could be justified
as self-defense.

Dick Cheney Donald Rumsfeld Paul Wolfowitz
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There was little activity in Baghdad during the

predawn hours of March 20, 2003. Most res-

idents of Iraq’s capital city were sleeping. A

handful of early risers driving to their jobs shared the

nearly deserted highways, while in the neighborhood

markets known as souqs, shopkeepers prepared to

open their stores for another day of business.

Unlike the sleepy civilian areas, air-defense sta-

tions around Baghdad bustled with activity. Techni-

cians anxiously peered at radar screens, while crews

manned anti-aircraft guns. Iraq’s military was on high

alert, expecting an attack at any moment. Two days

earlier, the president of the United States had given

Iraq’s dictator, Saddam Hussein, 48 hours to leave
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During a nationally televised speech on March 17, 2003, Presi-
dent George W. Bush claimed that diplomacy had failed to force
Iraq to disarm. “All the decades of deceit and cruelty have now
reached an end,” Bush declared. “Saddam Hussein and his sons
must leave Iraq within 48 hours. Their refusal to do so will
result in military conflict, commenced at a time of our choosing.”
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world peace and security, outlined Iraq’s obligations in

a series of resolutions. These required Iraq to give up

its weapons of mass destruction. A special group, the

United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM),

was created to make sure that Iraq actually disarmed.

But even though Saddam agreed to abide by the

U.N. resolutions, his government tried to interfere

with the UNSCOM inspections. This led to several

confrontations between the United States and Iraq

during the 1990s.

In November 2002, the U.N. Security Council

passed Resolution 1441, which gave Iraq a “final

opportunity” to disarm. Facing the threat of war, Sad-

dam agreed to comply. However, when initial reports

indicated that Iraq still was not cooperating with

inspectors, Bush declared that Saddam’s time had run

out. Despite bitter opposition in the United Nations,

the United States and its allies prepared for war.

The suspense did not last long for the Iraqi soldiers

on duty in Baghdad on the morning of March 20. At

about 5:30 A.M.—some 90 minutes after Bush’s dead-

line had passed—a series of explosions rocked the

capital. People in southern Baghdad were awakened

by the sound of air-raid sirens, as bombs and jet-

propelled cruise missiles slammed into buildings. The

Iraq War had begun.
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the country. In a speech broadcast around the world,

President George W. Bush threatened that if Saddam

refused to step down, the United States and its allies

would invade Iraq. Now that deadline had come and

gone, with Saddam still in Baghdad.

The dictator’s defiance was not surprising. For

more than 20 years, Saddam Hussein had disregarded

world opinion. During his rule, Saddam started wars

against his neighbors Iran and Kuwait. He actively

worked to develop weapons of mass destruction

(WMD)—nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons

capable of killing large numbers of people. He had vio-

lated international treaties by using these deadly

weapons. Over the years, his regime had brutally mur-

dered hundreds of thousands of Iraqi citizens to main-

tain power. For these reasons, Saddam had long been

considered one of the world’s most dangerous men.

After Iraq invaded and occupied Kuwait in August

1990, the international community rallied to oppose

the dictator’s plans to dominate the Middle East. An

alliance of nations, led by the United States, worked

together through the United Nations (U.N.) to oust

Saddam’s forces from Kuwait. When this brief conflict,

known as the 1991 Gulf War, ended, the U.N. set con-

ditions for peace. The Security Council, a powerful

branch of the organization responsible for maintaining
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